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TELECO TELAIR Carry Sat
85 cm Portable Satellite Kit

        

   

Product price:  

155,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

TELECO Carry Sat 85 cm Portable Satellite Kit 

TELECO Carry Sat 85 is a portable satellite kit 85 cm in diameter designed to be quickly
disassembled and reassembled occupying the minimum storage space.

The pre-assembled TELECO Carry Sat 85 dish has a reclining LNB arm and the pole fixing
bracket divided into two sections, thus reducing the time needed to store the whole kit in the
locker to a few seconds.

TELECO Carry Sat 85 works with any type of satellite receiver, in addition to facilitate the pointing
is possible to pair with the precision pointers for digital satellites.

The satellite KIT TELECO Carry Sat 85 comes complete with:

- Aluminum tripod (TP3 ALU) with opening and closing umbrella and is equipped with a rotating
upper part to facilitate the pointing of the dish
- Pre-assembled antenna 85 cm with LNB support arm tilting
- Universal LNB low noise
- 10 m cable with connectors
- 3 pegs for locking to the ground

TECHNICAL FEATURES TELECO Carry Sat 85

Type of orientation: Manual
Type of attachment: Mobile
Antenna diameter: 850 mm
Length: 850 mm
Width: 400 mm
Height: 850 mm
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Weight: 8.1 kg

Looking for a satellite antenna with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the area
dedicated to TELECO satellite antennas or other specialized brands.

The images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.
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Product features:  

Diameter (Ø): 85 cm
Length (mm): 850
Width (mm): 400
Height (mm): 850
Type of coupling head: Mobile tripod
Product type: Satellite Antenna
Antenna orientation: Manual
Satellites Number: Manual
Weight (Kg): 10
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